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RATIONAL AESTHETICS



ARCO is a streamlined chair that is both 
functional and unique. It is based on the true 
essence of German design; design without 
a single thing left out. 
Rational aesthetics - that isthe essence of ARCO.



German SUSPA hydraulic damping system

ARCO’s design includes an enhanced 
hydraulic damping system, that makes the 
ARCO chair comfortable for people of all 
sizes. The design of this chair also offers 
smooth reclining.
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“Smart Touch” tilt system

All it takes is one touch and you will smoothly lift or lower according 
to your needs. Plus, you can remain upright or recline as much as 
you would like, with the ARCO’s unrestricted tilting function. The 
convenient “Master Reset” button will bring your backrest back to its 
original position.

Patented Adjustable Armrest

Each armrest is adjustable in three ways with an up/down, left/right 
and forward/backward range of motion. The position of your armrest 
is entirely in your control, so you can adjust its position to exactly 
what is most comfortable for you. 
The up/down adjustment has a total range of 60mm. 
The left/right adjustment has a total range of 21 degrees. 
The backward/forward adjustment has range of 30mm.

The Frame

The hollow elastic seat frame provides a better way of releasing 
heat and supporting your body weight. So even if you’re sitting for a 
long period of time, you’ll feel comfortably supported, without feeling 
downward pressure.

Superior load-bearing aluminium alloy 5-star base

It is sturdy and durable, in line with international standards. The 
average load-bearing of normal 5-star base is 1250kg, but ARCO’s 
5-star base can hold weight up to 1400kg.

RELEASES HEAT AND SUPPORTS YOUR BODY
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PRODUCT TABLE

Material Options and Colour Range

Three-way Adjustable Armrests Triangular Polished Aluminum Alloy Armrests

LOW BACKREST

MEDIUM BACKREST

HIGH BACKREST



Overview

AC76B-961-A AC62B-961-A AC55B-961-A AC76B-961-A

AC55B-911-B AC55P-961-A AC62P-961-AAC55L-961-A AC62L-961-A




